
 

Hammered Moulded Rubber 
Stable/Weights Mats

Sku: SM602 
SM602 Hammered Moulded Rubber 
Stable/Weights Mats are moulded rubber 
stable / animal mats with an attractive anti-slip 
‘cobbled’ pattern design on one side and wide 
ribbed pattern on reverse to facilitate drainage. 
Also suitable as gym mats.

Fitting rubber stable matting is becoming more 
and more popular as people realise the obvious 
benefits to horses and owners alike. Rubber 
matting gives great insulation of the floor and 
protection to your horse, which means as much 
as 80% less traditional bedding is needed.

Robust heavy duty regenerated rubber
High profile hammered pattern one side
Broad ribbed fluted pattern on other side
Reversable for longer wear
Easily cleaned
Economically priced

TECHNICAL DATA

STOCK ROLL SIZES [M X M X MM] WEIGHT [KG/M2]

1.8m x 1.2m x 12mm 18.00

1.8m x 1.2m x 17mm 25.50
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SPECIFICATIONS COMPOUND

SPECIFICATIONS COMPOUND VALUES [TYPICAL]

Colour Black

Compound NR/SBR

Hardness [Shore A] 65°

Density [SG] 1.5

Tensile Strength: [MPA] 2.5

Elongation [min] 200%

Abrasion Resistance [mm³] 250

Minimum Temperture -20°C

Maximum Temperture +70°C

Metroseal Datasheet Disclaimer: All recommendations and information contained in this specification 
sheet are to the best of our knowledge correct. Since conditions of service are beyond our control, users 
must satisfy themselves that the products are suitable for intended use. No warranty is given or implied in 
respect of information or recommendations or that any use of products will infringe rights belonging to 
other parties. In any event or occurrence our liability is limited to the invoice value ofour goods delivered to 
you. We reserve the right to change product design and properties without notice.
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